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Meeting Notes
1.31.2019 @ Boomerang Bistro @ 6-8:30p

─
‘Live Interviews of the Ambitious’
Coffee Talk

Overview
Local cafe owners, managers; suppliers and retailers; trainers and roasters were
invited for a discussion about the market, industry trends and strategy.
The discussion lasted for 2.5 hours during which we covered a range of topics.
By the end the group agreed to meet more regularly, at least once per quarter at a
different local cafe each time.

❖ Danny Rehr of R
 ehr Consulting and host of ‘Live Interviews of the Ambitious’
hosted the meeting.
❖ ‘Live Interviews of the Ambitious’
➢ An event-based community program/campaign
that highlights and shares business strategies for
community businesses and interested
community members.
❖ Biggest takeaway: the coffee community can do more together than any one
business can do alone.
❖ Upcoming events:
➢ March, D
 ollar For.
■ Strategic partnerships for boosting business through c
 ause
marketing*.
➢ May, C
 rafting A Strategy.
■ Examine, measure and adjust customer experience through
customer journey mapping.
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1.

Introductions established the various talents and professional backgrounds of
meeting attendees.
2. Conversation naturally targeted the local coffee market, customers, the
customer experience and on from there.
3. Differentiators in the local coffee market.*
a. The identity of Vancouver (contrasted against Portland).
b. Positioning by features.
i.
Coffee profile.
1. Local tastes.
2. What do other cafes offer.
ii.
Customer experience.
iii.
Environment, i.e. ability to cater to the customer’s purpose, visit.*
iv.
Location.
v.
Capacity of cafe - how many seats and tables.
1. Degree of transient customer.
a. Drive-through versus walk-up versus casual visit
versus campers.
b. Wi-Fi and atmosphere.
4. Value of seeing the market as a community, not a competitive landscape.*
a. The customer experience.
i.
The customer as a person and the customer’s experience are one
in the same.
ii.
Each customer has reason to choose a cafe and not choose
another.
1. Coffee and cafe as a product and a service.
2. What experience does the customer want?
b. What differentiates cafes creates opportunities to gain from one
another.*
i.
Sharing knowledge.
ii.
Referring customers to other cafes.
iii.
Instead of a many-customers-to-one-cafe relationship,
embracing the many-cafes-to-one-customer experience.
1. Something bigger than any one cafe.

The above is a high-level overview. Many different perspectives and angles were
discussed, some nuanced, some funny, some insightful. Let their omission be
reason for curiosity for and sharing of ideas to strengthen the coffee community in
Vancouver, WA and surrounding areas.
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*Strategy concepts
Concept

Basic Definition

Online Resource

Positive Sum

Synergy; cooperating
generates more value for
both than on one’s own or
at the other’s expense.

https://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/arti
cles/chazen-global-insights/why-tra
de-not-zero-sum-game

Jobs To Be Done Theory

What is the customer
trying to do or get done?

https://strategyn.com/jobs-to-be-do
ne/jobs-to-be-done-theory/

Framework

You are what you are, and
you are what you are not.

https://www.isc.hbs.edu/strategy/cr
eating-a-successful-strategy/Pages/
making-strategic-trade-offs.aspx

Value Chain

What adds value?

https://www.investopedia.com/term
s/v/valuechain.asp

Cause Marketing

Associating with a cause,
e.g. a nonprofit, out of
genuine concern and to
identify with that cause in
the eyes of your customer.

https://grantspace.org/resources/kn
owledge-base/cause-related-marke
ting/

Organizations To Be Featured In Upcoming ‘Live
Interviews of the Ambitious’
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This event was sponsored by…
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